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Abstract

Avoiding grain growth during sintering of ceramic nano-powders is of great

technological interest. Although two-step sintering is an effective technique

to achieve this goal, the mechanisms at play are not well understood. This

study adapts our previous discrete model to investigate the conventional and

two-step sintering of large nano-powder packings. The densification and grain

growth results agree qualitatively well with experimental data on alumina.

Simulations confirm that faster heating rates retard grain growth in conven-

tional sintering of nano-alumina. Our results support the hypothesis that

the success of nano-alumina two-step sintering relies on the sharp increase

in the activation energy of the grain boundary mobility at low temperatures.

Simulations indicate a transition temperature of 1100◦C and that at least a

2.5-fold increase in activation energy is required to explain the suppression of

grain growth. The relative weights of surface diffusion and of grain boundary

motion for grain growth are clarified.

Keywords: nano-powders, two-step sintering, grain growth, alumina,

discrete element method
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1. Introduction1

Solid-state sintering produces dense or density-controlled materials from2

ceramic or metallic powders using thermal energy. The driving force for3

sintering is the reduction in the total interfacial energy of the system [1, 2].4

There are two contributions to the reduction of the product γA, where γ is the5

average interface energy and A is the total interface area of the system: Adγ6

and γdA. Thus, during sintering, a coupling between two mechanisms oc-7

curs: densification that reduces interfacial energy (dγ) by replacing solid-gaz8

interfaces by less energetic solid-solid interfaces, and coarsening that reduces9

interfacial area (dA) [1, 3]. In general, materials scientists and practitioners10

favor densification while attempting to limit coarsening.11

This is especially true when starting from nano-powders (typically < 100 nm12

grain size) that have great scientific and technological interest. The short13

diffusion distances in nano-powders inherently favor both grain growth and14

densification kinetics. For nano-powders, keeping submicronic size grains15

while ensuring a nearly dense material is challenging. A fast heating rate is16

an efficient processing method to enhance densification over grain-growth. It17

is based on the usual condition for most materials that activation energies18

of grain boundary diffusion along the boundary (densification) are higher19

than that of grain boundary diffusion perpendicular to the boundary (grain20

growth) [2]. Fast heating rates may be effectively combined with a modifica-21

tion of the thermal cycle, using a combination of high and low temperatures.22

This so-called two-step sintering technique may be declined in several vari-23

ants [4]. Following the two-step approach proposed by Chen and Wang on24

Y2O3 [5], Yang et al. [6, 7] have recently demonstrated the effectiveness of25
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two-step sintering technique to densify Al2O3 ceramic nano-powders while26

keeping small grain size (≈ 40 nm).27

The reason for the suppression of grain growth in the two-step sintering28

process is not clarified yet. The interplay between surface diffusion, grain29

boundary diffusion along and perpendicular to the grain boundary is not30

sufficiently documented to unambiguously propose a clear scenario. This31

task is made more difficult by the fact that, in conjunction with temperature32

changes, the microstructure itself undergoes profound alterations. The initial33

material is granular and begins as an assembly of discrete particles that34

interact with small contacts. It ends as a set of grains with small isolated35

pores remaining.36

Numerical modeling can provide a better understanding of the grain37

growth of nano-powders during conventional and two-step sintering. At the38

atomistic scale using molecular dynamics, Ding et al. [8] provided insights39

into the mechanisms of neck and grain growth during the sintering of 2 and40

3 nanoparticles. Depending on the crystalline orientation of the grains, they41

observed the disappearance of the grain boundary and the switch of neck42

growth mechanisms halfway during the sintering process. At the particle43

scale, Benabou and Wang [9] used the surface evolver approach to simulate44

the sintering of up to 40 particles. The detailed description of the surfaces45

allowed them to observe the elimination of pores and the disappearance of46

small particles by grain growth. Monte Carlo methods can also model effi-47

ciently the sintering of a reasonable number of initial particles with realistic48

interactions [10]. There is a drastic decrease in particle number with coarsen-49

ing. Thus, a representative packing with a large initial number of particles is50
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needed to properly study the microstructure evolution in simulations. Using51

discrete element modeling (DEM), we have already successfully investigated52

grain growth occurring during the sintering of large packings of micronic53

alumina particles (up to 400 000) [11].54

The aim of this study is to extend our previous work to analyze grain55

growth and densification of nano-sized alumina during conventional and two-56

step sintering. Section 2 summarizes our model with some modifications to57

correctly model nano-powders. The simulations and comparison with ex-58

perimental data of conventional sintering are presented in Section 3. These59

simulations are performed for different heating rates. The evolution of den-60

sity, densification rate and grain size with temperature are reported and61

critically compared to experimental data from Yang et al. [6]. The volumes62

transferred by surface diffusion and grain boundary migration are quantified.63

Section 4 presents two-step sintering simulations, their comparison to exper-64

imental data and a discussion on the origin of the absence of grain growth.65

2. Model description66

The details of the model (contact laws, contact size, grain growth model)67

can be found in [11]. Here we summarize its main ingredients and report68

the material parameters used in the simulations. In DEM, particles are rep-69

resented as spheres that are progressively truncated at contacts with other70

particles as sintering proceeds. The powder compact is modeled as a 3D71

random assembly of spherical particles interacting through their contacts.72

At each time step, all contacts are considered and contact forces are calcu-73

lated and summed up for all particles. Particle velocities and new positions74
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Neck growth
and shrinkage

GG by Surface diffusion 

GG by Grain Boundary migration
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Figure 1: Graphical summary of the model. (a) Grain growth (GG) by Surface diffusion is

activated after neck growth reaches the equilibrium configuration. Grain growth by Grain

Boundary migration can be attained after GG by surface diffusion or directly after neck

growth. (b) Volume exchange dV is always from small to large particle when the small

particle has only one contact (i, j). For small particles with more than one contact ((j, k)

and (k, l)), a large particle may give volume dV to a small one with probability Ps,l.
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are updated using a velocity-Verlet algorithm. As proposed in our earlier75

work [12] and classically adopted by other researchers in DEM simulations76

of sintering [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18], normal contact forces appear between77

particles including two components. The viscous component introduces the78

diffusion coefficient along the grain boundary DGB = D0GB exp −QGB

RT
with79

temperature dependence (activation energy QGB). This component opposes80

the relative motion between the two particles. The tensile component (also81

known as the sintering force) introduces the surface energy γS. The expres-82

sion of the normal force is derived from results obtained by Bouvard et al.83

[19] and Pan et al. [20] and accounts for sintering by coupled grain boundary84

diffusion and surface diffusion, typical of solid state sintering of oxide ceram-85

ics. The contact radius a is calculated here from the model of Pan et al. [20]86

for particles of different sizes. The size of the contact plays an important role87

in the model as it dictates the transition from one mechanism to another.88

The equilibrium contact radius aeq, at which the sum of the grain boundary89

and surface energies reaches a local minimum, is given by the equilibrium90

dihedral angle Ψeq. When the contact size becomes larger than aeq, grain91

growth (GG) by surface diffusion becomes active, unless the smallest parti-92

cle is itself smaller than the contact, in which case GG by grain boundary93

migration becomes active (Fig. 1a).94

Grain growth is modelled by simply considering that an exchange of mat-95

ter dV results in a radius decrease and a radius increase for the two particles96

in contact. The flux of matter dV
dt

originates from two contributions: Surface97

(S ) diffusion or Grain Boundary Migration (GBM ). The surface diffusion98
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contribution writes:99 (
dV

dt

)
S

= −4π
δSD0S exp −QS

RT

kBT
γSΩ

1
rl
− 1

rs

rl + rs − h
a a ≥ aeq (1)

where h is the geometric indentation between the two spherical discrete el-100

ements (Fig. 1a), kbT has the usual meaning, Ω is the atomic volume and101

δS is the thickness of the diffusion layer. The Grain Boundary Migration102

diffusion contribution writes:103 (
dV

dt

)
GBM

= −2M0GB exp
−QGBM

RT
γGB

(
1

rl
− 1

rs

)[
πa∗2

]
a ≥ rs (2)

with a∗ the contact radius when Grain Boundary Migration becomes active.104

Both Eqs. (1) and (2) have temperature dependence through Arrhenius law105

with pre-exponential factors D0S and M0GB, and activation energies QS and106

QGBM , respectively. Note that as sketched in Fig. 1a, the two contributions107

are mutually exclusive, i.e. only one (or none) is active at a given point for108

a contact.109

When Grain Boundary Mobility is active (a > rs), by default the volume110

of matter flows from the small to the large particle. We have observed that111

this simplistic assumption triggers abnormal grain growth in our simulations112

for nano-sized particles. As compared to our previous work in [11], we have113

thus added an ingredient to the model that controls the occurrence of abnor-114

mal grain growth by introducing some departure from this default condition.115

This is carried out by stating that a small particle that has two or more116

contacts (particle k in Fig. 1b) has a probability Ps,l to have positive matter117

flux from the larger one. This scenario is supported by finite difference simu-118

lations on particles of different sizes for two or three particles in contact [21].119

For nanosized particles, these authors reported the intriguing result that a120
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small particle in contact with two larger ones can develop some resistance to121

invasion. In particular, they showed that, rather than shrinking, the small122

particle grows at the expense of the two larger ones. Eventually, the small123

particle always disappears as the boundary migrates. This result was fur-124

ther refined by molecular dynamics simulations of nanoparticles sintering [8]125

that showed that many different scenarios could exist, depending mainly on126

the initial crystalline misalignment between particles. These results indicate127

that local curvature (or grain size for spherical grains) may not always dic-128

tate the grain boundary velocity when departing from the simplistic model129

of two grains. This is consistent with recent experimental results that reveal130

that there is no observed relationship between grain boundary velocity and131

curvature in polycrystalline Ni with multiple grain boundaries [22]. These132

scenarios cannot be realistically included in DEM simulations with several133

hundreds of thousands of particles. The probability Ps,l that a small particle134

(with more than one contact) can temporarily eat away a larger one accounts135

for these alternative scenarios in a very simple manner. We set this value in136

all simulations to Ps,l = 1/4, and observed that this was sufficient to prevent137

abnormal grain growth.138

3. Sintering at constant heating rate139

The model described above was applied to simulate the sintering of α-140

Al2O3 nanopowders, which has been thoroughly examined experimentally in141

[6, 7]. Starting from a powder cold-compacted to a green density of 0.48,142

sintering was carried out at various heating rates. The initial powder (before143

compaction) was observed by TEM at approximately 5 nm in size, with a144
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narrow initial grain-size distribution (standard deviation normalized by the145

average grain size = 0.23). Numerical specimens were prepared to reproduce146

this initial green packing. We observed in our simulations that applying a147

500 MPa axial stress on this packing already triggered at room temperature148

some grain coarsening (i.e. a ≥ aeq or a ≥ rs) due to surface energy effects.149

This is because adhesive forces induce local elastic strains that are far from150

negligible for nano-powders. Using the DMT model, which is well adapted151

for hard and small particles [23, 24], the equilibrium contact radius a of two152

identical spheres of radius r with Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν153

writes:154

a

r
=

3

2
π
γs
r

1 − ν2

E
(3)

yielding a value a/r ≈ 0.17. Eq. (3) is derived for two particles without155

external stress. Adding external stress further increases strain at contacts,156

which should lead to irreversible grain deformation and coalescence even157

below 800◦C. Thus, we started our sintering simulations with an average158

grain size of 10 nm, which is in good accordance with SEM observations [6].159

Packings made of 400 000 randomly located particles, with an initial relative160

standard deviation of the grain-size distribution of 0.23 were compacted up161

to 0.50 relative density in a periodic simulation box to obtain the starting162

green powder. This large number of initial particles is needed to obtain163

statistically meaningful results at the end of sintering when a large number164

of particles have disappeared (see Appendix A).165

Material parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table 1.166

Activation energies for grain boundary diffusion, QGB, surface diffusion, QS,167

and grain boundary mobility, QGBM , were taken directly from the literature,168
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δGBD0GB (m3/s) 1.04x10−11 QGB (kJ/mol) 475 [26]

D0S (m2/s) 7.2x10−05 QS (kJ/mol) 313.8 [27]

M0GB (m3/(N.s)) 0.02 [28, 11] QGBM (kJ/mol) 443 [28]

Ψeq (◦) 138 [29] Ω (m3) 2.11x10−29 [27]

γS (J/m2) 0.905 [27] γGB (J/m2) 2γS cos(Ψeq/2)

Table 1: Material parameters used for alumina.

and are the same as those used for micronic alumina powder sintering in [11].169

The prefactor of the grain boundary diffusion coefficient was adjusted to fit170

the experimentally observed relative density at T1 = 1150◦C for a 10 ◦C/min171

heating rate. The partially sintered packing obtained at this temperature172

is used for two-step sintering simulations in section 4. The prefactor of the173

surface diffusion coefficient was chosen to keep the same ratio of the grain174

boundary diffusion to surface diffusion (ξ = 0.001) as in our previous work175

for a temperature of 1350 ◦C. For small values of ξ (associated with the176

lower temperatures simulated here), the work of Bouvard and McMeeking177

[25] suggests that the tensile term in the normal force expression depends178

only weakly on ξ. This ensures that the parameters of the sintering model179

used for micronic sizes remain valid [11]. Note that the activation energies180

in Table 1 are consistent with the range proposed in [6] for nano-powders.181

182

Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the densification rate dρ/dt for the three183

simulated heating rates (3, 5 and 10 ◦C/min). Fig. 2 indicates that, owing184

to the very small size of the starting powders, densification is already active185

at 800◦C. This may be understood by recognizing that the sintering force186
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Figure 2: Densification rate evolution with temperature for three heating rates: 3, 5 and

10 ◦C/min. Experimental data is from [6]

.

expression in our model leads to a time normalization (before coarsening187

mechanisms start to play a role) that scales with the mean particle size, G188

to the power 4: τ ∝ ⟨r⟩4. This is in line with classic analytical models that189

lead to densification rates scaling with G4 [30].190

While our simulations indicated that the heating rate has a minor in-191

fluence on the sintering of micro-alumina [11], this is no more the case for192

nano-alumina. For all three heating rates, the densification rate increases193

to a maximum and decreases to very small values when full density is ap-194

proached. The temperature at which this maximum occurs increases with195
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increasing heating rates. A higher heating rate is associated to a higher max-196

imum densification rate: the peak densification rate at 10 ◦C/min is three197

times as fast as that at 3 ◦C/min. This is the result of two effects. First,198

Fig. 3 shows the evolution of density with temperature. It indicates that at199

a given temperature, a faster heating rate results in a lower relative density,200

thus keeping the driving force for densification higher. Second, Fig. 4 shows201

that grain growth arises at higher temperatures as the heating rate increases.202

The occurrence of the maximum densification rate is well correlated in all203

three simulations to the initiation of grain growth. Fig. 4 indicates that the204
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heating rate has a clear effect on the final grain size.205
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Figs. 2, 3 and 4 include experimental data from [6] for comparison. Recall206

that the only material parameter that was adjusted was the prefactor of the207

grain boundary diffusion coefficient to fit approximately the experimental208

relative density for 10 ◦C/min at T1 = 1150◦C. The comparison demon-209

strates that the DEM simulations are able to capture qualitatively well all210

relevant experimental features. In particular, the bell shape of the densifi-211

cation rate with temperature (Fig. 2), the S shape of the evolution of the212

density with temperature (Fig. 3), and the concave shape of the grain growth213
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(Fig. 4). However, some quantitative differences are clear. In particular, the214

DEM simulations underestimate the initial sintering activity of the powder at215

low temperature (both densification rate and grain growth). Because of the216

strong model assumptions, it was not possible to fit the densification curves217

at both low and high temperatures. The choice was made to fit densities218

at high temperatures and consequently the densification is underestimated219

at low temperatures. For grain growth, the delayed initiation is linked to220

our simplistic assumption that surface diffusion and grain boundary motion221

are mutually exclusive and abruptly starts only when the contact radius is222

above a critical radius (Fig. 1). This results in DEM relative density curves223

lagging behind the experimental curves at low temperature. In addition, we224

observed that the mean grain size of DEM packings calculated using image225

analysis on 3D images generated from the simulations (dashed lines in Fig.226

4) results in larger grain size that are in better accordance with experimental227

data. This methodology, comparable to the one used by [6], is detailed in228

Appendix B.229

Keeping in mind these discrepancies with experimental data, the mecha-230

nisms that lead to grain growth in nano-powders can still be analysed using231

the detailed results of DEM simulations. Fig. 5a shows on a log-scale the232

mean volume transferred per contact at a given temperature. It is separated233

into the two contributions given by Eqs. (1) and (2). Fig. 5a indicates that234

at low temperature, surface diffusion is the main contributor to grain growth,235

although this contribution becomes significant only above 1070-1100 ◦C, de-236

pending on the heating rate. This is in line with the general view that at237

lower sintering temperatures, surface diffusion dominates matter redistribu-238
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Figure 5: a) Evolution of the mean volume transferred per contact (normalized by the

mean volume of particles) with temperature for three heating rates: 3, 5 and 10 ◦C/min.

Two contributions for grain growth (GG) are shown: surface diffusion (Eq. (1)) and grain

boundary migration (Eq. (2)). Circles indicate the temperature at which grain boundary

migration contribution exceeds surface diffusion contribution. b) Evolution of the relative

contact number (normalized by the total number of contacts) for each possible status:

neck growth, GG by surface diffusion and GB migration for 10 ◦C/min.
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tion during grain growth. Grain boundary migration becomes dominant at239

higher temperature with large transfer of volumes from one particle to an-240

other (compared to the actual volume of particles). Fig. 5b confirms this241

result. It shows the evolution of contact status as temperature increases for242

the 10 ◦C/min heating rate (it is representative of all 3 heating rates). At low243

temperatures, all contacts are in the initial neck growth status and gradually244

shift to grain growth by surface diffusion and by grain boundary migration.245

Note that below 1100 ◦C, Fig. 5b shows that very few contacts contribute246

to grain growth, thus explaining the very small volume transfer indicated by247

Fig. 5a for these temperatures at 10 ◦C/min.248

Because new contacts arise between particles all along sintering due to249

densification and rearrangement of particles, neck growth and shrinkage are250

still active leading to the continuation of densification. These results are sim-251

ilar qualitatively to those obtained for micronic powders [11]. It shows that252

conventional sintering models can be applied to nano-powders and reproduce253

their very good sinterability and significant grain growth.254

Fig. 5a also explains the results shown in Fig. 4 which indicate the255

beneficial effect of higher heating rates to retard grain-growth. The shift from256

surface diffusion to grain boundary migration triggers significant grain growth257

in our model. This shift arises at higher temperature for faster heating rates.258

We believe that our model underestimates grain growth by surface diffusion259

at low temperature (as proved by the grain size curves lagging behind the260

experimental curves at low temperature, Fig. 4). Still, Fig. 5a points to261

an interesting lever to retard grain-growth: delaying the migration of grain262

boundaries, which is much more effective than surface diffusion for grain263
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ρc G (nm) T1 (◦C) T2 (◦C)

10 ◦C/min 0.82 13.6 1150 1025

5 ◦C/min 0.76 10.7 1100 975

3 ◦C/min 0.72 10.2 1075 950

Table 2: Main parameters of the second-step sintering. ρ, G : density and mean grain

size attained in the first step. T1: temperature at which this density was obtained, and

T2: temperature of the second isothermal sintering step.

growth.264

A practical alternative to retard the migration of grain boundaries is265

to actually freeze this mechanism by using two-step sintering, which takes266

advantage of low temperatures in a second prolonged isothermal stage [4].267

This is studied in the next section.268

4. Two-step sintering269

Numerical samples originating from constant heating rate simulations270

were retrieved for a second sintering step at a lower constant temperature.271

In line with the experimental procedure adopted in [6], table 2 lists the main272

parameters of these simulations. The densities obtained in simulation at the273

end of the first step (ρc) are lower than the experimental densities (Fig. 3).274

As input for the second step, we opted to use the microstructure obtained at275

the experimental temperature T1 instead of the microstructure obtained at276

the same density of experiments.277

278

First, we ran the simulations of the second step (lower temperature) with279
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the same activation energies as in the first step (higher temperature). In280

that case, considerable grain growth is observed. However, Gottstein et al.281

[31] observed that at low temperatures the motion of the grain boundary is282

controlled by the 3-grains junction lines that have a higher mobility activation283

energy. This was the principle employed by Chen and Wang [5] to propose284

for the first time the variant of two-step sintering used in the present study.285

The effect of the junction mobility results in a higher apparent activation286

energy of the grain boundary motion below a transition temperature. This287

has been measured experimentally for aluminum crystals [32], tungsten [33]288

and yttria-stabilized zirconia [34]. The multiplicative factor of the observed289

increase in activation energy is between 1.9 and 2.6. Yang et al. [6] suggested290

that this activation energy increase could also occur in the case of alumina.291

Thus, we have tested a higher activation energy of grain boundary migration292

QGBM for low temperatures in our simulations.293

Fig. 6 shows the grain boundary mobility as a function of temperature,294

where the slope represents the value of the activation energy QGBM . Data295

points are collected from the literature [28, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. For the first296

step, we choose QGBM=443kJ/mol according to alumina experimental data297

at high temperatures (red line). To the best of our knowledge, no activation298

energies for junction mobility or for grain boundary mobility at temperatures299

below 1325◦C are reported in the literature. Based on the data for other300

materials commented above, we choose an activation energy 2.5×QGBM (blue301

line) for the second step. Regarding the transition temperature, there is also302

no experimental data for alumina. Based on our simulation results of grain303

size (Fig. 4), we choose T = 1100◦C as below this temperature grain growth304
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is negligible. Simulations indicate that using lower transition temperatures,305

very high nonphysical values of activation energy (> 3 × QGBM) would be306

needed to suppress grain growth. We corroborated that using the selected307

activation energy and transition temperature in the second step has negligible308

effects in the results of the first step.309
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Figure 6: Grain boundary mobility of alumina with data points from the literature [28, 35,

36, 37, 38, 39]. QGBM=443KJ/mol (red line) is the standard value used for the first step.

An increase of 2.5×QGBM (blue line) is considered for the second step with a transition

temperature at T =1100◦C. T2 is the temperature of the second step according to table 2.

Simulations of the second step were carried out for the three heating310

rates studied in the previous section, using 2.5×QGBM at low temperatures.311

Fig. 7 illustrates the 3D microstructural evolution from DEM simulations312
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for conventional and two-step sintering for the heating rate 5◦C/min. From313

0.50 to 0.76 relative density (T = 800◦C → T1 = 1100◦C), the number of314

particles decreases (from 400 000 to 263 000) due to some volume transfer but315

without significant increase of the mean grain size. Conventional sintering316

(T1 = 1100◦C → T = 1175◦C) leads to grain growth as already indicated in317

Fig. 4 with a further decrease in particle number (from 263 000 to 36 000). In318

contrast, two-step sintering (T2 = 975◦C) keeps the same number of particles319

and mean grain size.320

Fig. 8 shows the grain size-density trajectories obtained by simulations321

for both conventional sintering and in two steps. The simulations of two-step322

sintering were able to reproduce the experimental results, i.e. annihilating323

the grain growth while continuing densification. During the second step a324

slight grain growth is observed at 10◦C/min, while no grain growth occurs325

for the two slower heating rates. This is due to a combined effect of much326

higher grain boundary mobility for 10◦C/min (higher T2, table 2 and Fig. 6)327

and a more advanced state of the microstructure on the sintering trajectory328

at the beginning of the second step in our simulations, which favors grain329

growth.330

In order to inspect the alterations produced by two-step sintering on331

grain growth, Fig. 9 shows the volume transferred by surface diffusion and332

grain boundary motion for one and two-step sintering. In accordance with333

Fig. 8, the grain growth from both mechanisms is lower in two-step than334

in conventional sintering. The decrease of the volume transferred by surface335

diffusion is essentially due to the lower temperature employed in two-step336

sintering. One way to further decrease it is to use a powder with a narrow337
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Figure 7: Evolution of DEM microstructures at 5◦C/min heating rate . The sintered necks

are represented by two inverted tori tangent to each particle [11]. Grain boundaries are

shown in red. Only a portion of the total simulation cube (L3) is shown for clarity.

initial size distribution as indicated for nanopowders by Fang et al. [40]338

and verified by simulations in micro-alumina in our previous work [11]. The339

decrease of volume transmitted by grain boundary migration is much more340

substantial (Fig. 9) and caused both by the reduction of process temperature341

and, mainly, by the increase of the associated activation energy (Fig. 6).342
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Figure 8: Grain size - density trajectories for three heating rates: 3, 5 and 10 ◦C/min

obtained by DEM simulations. Two-step sintering curves are represented by thicker lines,

while thinner lines represent conventional sintering. The second step is performed at

constant temperature after a first heating ramp stage. Sintering temperatures are given

in Table 2. A high activation energy for grain boundary mobility (2.5 × QGBM ) is used

in the second step as sketched in Fig. 6.

Therefore, our simulations suggest the validity of the hypothesis proposed343

by Yang et al. [6] on the grain boundary mobility transition as a cause344

for the effectiveness of the alumina two-step sintering. This applies since345

the activation energy of the alumina grain boundary diffusion, that governs346

densification, is assumed constant and is lower than the activation energy347

of GB mobility. We studied the effect of different values of the activation348
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Figure 9: Transferred volume per contact for the two grain growth mechanisms considered

in the DEM simulations. Comparison between conventional and two-step sintering.

energy of the GB mobility (Fig. 10). Simulations confirm that an increase of349

at least 2.5×QGBM is necessary to suppress grain growth. We also observed350

that keeping the same value for the activation energy (1.0 × QGBM , pink351

curve), the two-step trajectory actually accelerates grain growth as compared352

to conventional sintering for 10 ◦C/min (dashed red line). This is again353

due to the fact that the activation energy of the grain boundary mobility is354

lower than that of the grain boundary diffusion. The sintering temperature355

being low (T2 = 1025 ◦C), a significant grain growth is obtained after a long356

sintering time (170h), which is contradictory to experimental data for two-357
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step sintering. The densification kinetics is very slow in this case, due to358

the significant growth of grains. For two-step sintering and 2.5×QGBM , the359

times indicated (in hour) in Fig. 10 are in line with experimental data, which360

report full densification after 40 hours of sintering in the second step [6].361
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Figure 10: Grain size-density trajectories for different QGBM in the second step at T2 =

1025 ◦C (solid lines) and in conventional sintering for 10 ◦C/min (dashed line). Times in

hour are indicated to illustrate the associated sintering kinetics.

5. Conclusion362

The sintering behaviour, even for only two nanoparticles, can be com-363

plex and strongly dependant on the crystalline orientation as shown in [8].364
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Our discrete model at the particle scale cannot reproduce all the subtleties365

that can be simulated at the atomic scales. Still, our simulations show good366

agreement with experimental data in terms of the evolution of the densifica-367

tion rate, density and grain size. However, the very early densification and368

grain growth of nano-powders reported by Yang et al. [6] are not correctly369

reproduced by the model.370

A limitation in our discrete modeling is the assumption of spherical par-371

ticles that indent during sintering. This hypothesis is particularly challenged372

in the last stage of grain growth where a typical pear shape has been sug-373

gested by two-particles modeling [20, 41]. Freeing from this assumption,374

while keeping the discrete framework, can only be achieved by introducing a375

new paradigm such as using level-set representation of particles [42].376

We observed that for nanoparticles, abnormal grain growth is triggered in377

our simulations if we enforce the simplistic rule that small particles are always378

eaten away by larger ones. This phenomenon needs further investigation to379

clarify the conditions that lead to abnormal grain growth. In particular,380

molecular dynamics simulations could help (if they are able to model several381

tens of nanoparticles for large physical times) to detect the conditions that382

lead to abnormal versus normal grain growth. The transfer of matter from383

one grain to another is dictated by the local curvature. For spherical grains,384

as used here, the local curvature is uniquely related to particle sizes. This385

is clearly simplistic and simulating non-spherical geometries would certainly386

provide more realistic information about abnormal grain-growth.387

With the ability to study thermal cycles during sintering, the model con-388

firms the effectiveness of using fast heating rates to retard grain growth in389
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conventional sintering of nano-powders. The mechanisms underlying the effi-390

ciency of two-step sintering of alumina and more generally of ceramic oxides391

still need some further investigation, both from experiments and modelling.392

Still, this study plausibly supports the hypothesis of [6] that a transition of393

the apparent activation energy of the grain boundary mobility is the main394

reason. Our results suggest that the halting of grain growth in the second395

step is explained by a large increase (≥ 2.5) of the activation energy of grain396

boundary mobility for a transition temperature of 1100◦ C. Further exper-397

imental and numerical studies are needed to confirm these values and to398

clarify whether the cause of the mobility activation energy is the junction399

drag or some other property of the alumina grain boundary.400
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Appendix A. Influence of the initial packing particle number405

DEM has the ability to handle packings with a large number of particles in406

a feasible time. Nevertheless, even if millions of particles are considered, this407

value is much lower than the number of particles used in experiments. It is408

thus necessary to choose a number of particles that lead to a representative409

behavior of the real experimental packing. The simulation results should410

converge when increasing the number of particles. This is more critical in411

simulations of grain growth as the number of particles decreases significantly412
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during sintering. Fig. A.1 shows the evolution of the mean grain size with413

temperature for packings with initially: 4 000, 40 000 and 400 000 particles.414

Below 1200◦C, all three packings have the same behaviour. As the number415

of particles continues to decrease, some discrepancies appear for the two416

smaller packings. This is critical at the end of sintering for the 4 000 packing,417

as very few particles remain (only 12 at 1300 ◦C). We note that results418

converge to the 400 000 packing curve, thus this initial packing is used for all419

simulations. For a parallel simulation on four CPU cores, the computational420

time is approximately five days.421
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Figure A.1: Evolution of the mean grain size with temperature for increasing number

of particles in the initial packing (4 000, 40 000 and 400 000). The number of particles

remaining for each packing is indicated at 1050, 1200 and 1300 ◦C.
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Appendix B. Calculation of the mean grain size422

The simplest method to compute the mean grain size in our DEM simu-423

lations is to perform the average of the diameter over all particles, which are424

considered as perfect spheres (with the indented volume kept in the calcula-425

tion to account for material deposition at the neck). In experiments, starting426

from microstructural observations, significantly different approaches are used427

to deal with real non-spherical shapes. To illustrate this, the DEM packings428

(indented spheres inverted with torus necks shape [43]) are rendered in 3D429

and exported in the form of RAW image stacks (see Fig. 7). To estimate430

the mean grain size, we use the granulometric analysis method [44], a widely431

used approach in image processing to estimate the size of structural features.432

This image analysis is computationally feasible if the number of particles in433

the images is around a few thousands. For this purpose, we use packings434

with initially 4 000 and 40 000 particles for the initial and intermediate stage435

of sintering respectively. In Appendix A, we have shown that the results are436

similar to the 400 000 packing at those stages. The granulometry algorithm437

in the GrainFind module of GeoDict [45] is then capable of evaluating the438

size of grains, first by converting the image stacks into a distance map by439

Euclidean distance transform (EDT) and then by fitting pre-defined spheres440

into the structure. The spheres are successively fitted into the grain volume441

in a descending order, thus giving an estimation of their diameters. In that442

sense, it is a purely geometrical measurement as it does not require knowledge443

of the characteristics of individual grains and non-spherical complex grains444

can be assigned the diameters of the largest spheres that can be inscribed.445
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